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Abstract

In this paper, two-part music counterpoint
is modelled as a neural machine translation
(NMT) task, and the relevance of automatic
metrics to human-targeted evaluation is inves-
tigated. To this end, we propose a novel met-
ric and conduct a user study comparing it to
the automatic scores of a base model known to
perform well on language tasks along with dif-
ferent models obtained with hyper-parameter
tuning. Insights of this investigation are then
speculatively extended to the evaluation of
generative music systems in general, which
still lacks a standardised procedure and con-
sensus.

1 Introduction

The modelling and generation of contrapuntal
music has been tackled using a plethora of ap-
proaches, ranging from rule and constraint-based
(Ebcioğlu, 1988; Tsang and Aitken, 1991) to
grammars (Gilbert and Conklin, 2007; Quick and
Hudak, 2013), statistical methods such as Hidden
Markov Models (Farbood and Schöner, 2001; Al-
lan and Williams, 2004), combinations of the lat-
ter with pattern-matching models (Cope, 1992) or
templates (Padilla and Conklin, 2018), and neu-
ral networks. Among the latter, generative adver-
sarial networks (GAN) (Dong et al., 2018), varia-
tional autoencoders (VAE) (Roberts et al., 2017),
and convolutional neural networks (CNN) (Huang
et al., 2017) have proven successful. Recurrent
neural networks (RNN), particularly long short-
term memory (LSTM) architectures (Sturm, 2018;
Simon and Oore, 2017), and more recent attention-
based models are also increasingly applied for the
generation of music (Payne, 2019; Huang et al.,
2018; Hawthorne et al., 2018); however, language-
based models have not been employed as much for
modelling contrapuntal music.

In a recent study (Nichols et al., 2021), two-
part counterpoint generation was treated as a NMT

task, by considering one part as the source lan-
guage, and the other as the target language (see
Figure 1). We extend the NMT analogy from the
formulation of the task to the evaluation of the
system’s musical output, and consider standard
metrics used in translation. A novel variation of
a human-based metric is proposed and compared
to automatic metrics via a user study, and inter-
annotator agreement is also assessed. This pa-
per’s contribution can be summarised as 1) a novel
application of computational linguistics methods
for the evaluation of counterpoint generated using
NMT and 2) reusable insights in the broader do-
main of generative music systems.

2 Data

We used the Multitrack Contrapuntal Music
Archive1 (MCMA) as the training corpus, com-
prising only track-separated contrapuntal pieces,
each ranging from two to six tracks. The dataset
of source-target musical sentences for training our
model(s) was obtained by making all
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binations of pairs of tracks, where i indexes the
works. This yielded 1, 418 track pairs, which
were then segmented into 17, 734 non-overlapping
four-bar chunks. No data augmentation was per-
formed. Instead, all pieces were normalised to
a key with zero flats/sharps (notably, C/Amin).
Events in each score segment were encoded sim-
ilarly to (Nichols et al., 2021) although we did
not require strictly monophonic voices2, and we
relied on the model’s inbuilt positional encoding
(see Section 3), thus omitting a beat position to-
ken.

3 Model & Tuning

In this work we have used the Transformer
model (Vaswani et al., 2017) which allows each

1https://mcma.readthedocs.io/en/
latest/contents.html

2splits were encoded as Chord objects.

https://mcma.readthedocs.io/en/latest/contents.html
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Figure 1: First four bars of the top two voices in J.S. Bach’s Fugue in C minor, BWV 871, from The Well-Tempered
Clavier, viewed as a NMT compositional task.

position in a sequence to attend (Bahdanau et al.,
2015) to any other position. An Encoder or De-
coder layer has Self-Attention, to attend to any po-
sition on the layer input, and the Decoder layer has
an additional Encoder-Decoder Attention in which
each decoding step can attend to all the Encoder
final layer outputs. For the finer details we refer
the reader to the original paper, aforementioned.
There, the authors had success in translation with
d = 512, l = 6, nh = 8, which we refer to as
the Base model (where d is the dimension of each
layer and embedding, l the number of layers, and
nh is the number of attention heads).

Figure 2: Example of an attention map to the encoder
outputs while decoding a short validation phrase. The
output is read from top to bottom. (Layer 3, head1)

However, in music generation there are several
differences from the language setting, such as hav-
ing a shared vocabulary between input and output;
a reduced vocabulary of 190 tokens compared to
the ten thousands to millions of words in language;
and considerable differences in the expectation of
grammar. In language translation, attention scores
to the input positions during decoding normally re-
veal a strong attention along the diagonal. In our
music implementation, this is less apparent; how-
ever in Figure 2 we see the model attend to po-
sitions of rest in the source melody when consid-
ering note durations, and to the first few source

pitches when beginning generation of a melody.
These differences motivated the re-tuning of

some of the main parameters of the Transformer,
namely l = [2, 4, 6, 8], d = [256, 512, 1024]), and
nh = [4, 8, 16]. In addition, since it was not clear
what criteria should be used to halt the training,
each model was trained for a set number of epochs
(ne = [6, 8, 10, 12, 20]). These epoch ranges
were determined by observing the over-fitting be-
haviour of the base model (up to 60 epochs). This
formed 180 parameter sets, which were trained
simultaneously on 180 NVIDIA V100 GPUs on
RAIDEN at RIKEN within 24 hours. The question
still remained on how these trained models should
be evaluated, and how a best model could be se-
lected.

4 Evaluation

In an effort to balance the need for formative as-
sessments aimed at establishing reliable objective
measures (Yang and Lerch, 2018) with the neces-
sity to put generative music output back to the do-
main experts realm (Sturm and Ben-Tal, 2017), we
investigated both automatic and human-targeted
metrics.

4.1 Automatic metrics

Of the common automatic metrics for transla-
tion tasks, we used Loss, Token Accuracy, Bilin-
gual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) (Papineni
et al., 2002), Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gist-
ing Evaluation (ROUGE) (Lin, 2004), Perplexity
(Brown et al., 1992), and Word Error Rate (WER)
(Klakow and Peters, 2002).

Table 1 shows a few selected candidates
favoured by 1 or 2 automatic metrics during
tuning. Interestingly, with the exception of
BestPPL, smaller models were favoured (d =
256). The generation quality seemed to be compa-
rable across the selected models, given the amount
of data we trained on. So these metrics perform at
a similar level when applied to music.



Model d l nh ne Loss Acc WER BLEU ROUGE PPL

Base 512 6 8 10 1.057 0.681 48.16 51.31 74.77 2.904

AccBLEU 256 4 4 20 1.040 0.689 43.53 53.95 76.06 2.862
LossROUGE 256 6 16 8(10) 1.028 (1.022) 0.681 63.54 47.43 76.68 2.812
BestWER 256 2 8 12 1.033 0.682 38.27 53.74 74.53 2.833
BestPPL 512 8 8 8 1.022 0.685 57.03 50.99 75.45 2.798

Table 1: Candidate models selected by 1 or 2 metrics on the validation set. Acc refers to Token Accuracy, and
ROUGE refers to the ROUGE-1 F1 score. The numbers in brackets come from the Loss variant.

Model NC NLTM
KLD OA KLD OA

Base 0.0026 0.9380 0.0266 0.9696
AccBLEU 0.0008 0.9549 0.0107 0.9540
LossROUGE 0.0011 0.9458 0.0166 0.9498
BestWER 0.0011 0.9499 0.0162 0.9517
BestPPL 0.0017 0.9430 0.0104 0.9576

Table 2: Kullback–Leibler Divergence (KLD) and
Overlapping Area (OA) between the models’ dataset
intra-set PDF and the inter-set PDF. Shown for to-
tal notes used (NC) and note length transition matrix
(NLTM).

As a baseline, we used Yang and Lerch’s
(2018) evaluation method. Their exhaustive cross-
validation based on intra and inter-test mea-
surements, and on Kullback–Leibler Divergence
(KLD) and Overlap Area (OA) (see Table 2) also
failed to single out a best model.

To get a better understanding of how automatic
metrics correlate to music generation quality, we
considered human evaluation.

4.2 Human-targeted metrics
Rather than relying on Turing-type tests, which
have been sufficiently criticised in (Ariza, 2009),
we consider instead the human-targeted transla-
tion edit rate (HTER) (Snover et al., 2006) and
propose a variant that can be used in the music
domain. In HTER, typically, human annotators
generate a new targeted reference by editing the
machine generated target (hypothesis) until it has
the same meaning as an original reference transla-
tion. Subsequently the translation edit rate (TER)
is calculated between the new targeted reference
and the machine hypothesis.

4.2.1 Music and Semantics
A problem with using HTER ‘as is’, resides in the
contentious issue of whether music, as opposed
to language, is semantic or not. There seems to

be a general consensus toward the latter, despite
studies (Koelsch et al., 2004) showing the ability
of music excerpts to prime words. Psychoacous-
tic and socio-cultural specific properties of music
might be able to induce emotion or infer mean-
ing (Meyer, 1956), and there is growing interest
in musical semantics (Schlenker, 2017) which, in
turn, draw from Gestalt theory-based approaches
to music (Lerdahl and Jackendoff, 1982). How-
ever, it remains unclear how would annotators edit
the hypothesis melody so as to have the same
“meaning” of the reference target melody. Be-
cause of this issue on semantics we consider a sim-
ple variation on HTER.

4.2.2 HER
We propose a new metric inspired by the HTER,
whereby annotators, all domain experts, are not
provided with the (original) reference. Instead,
they are asked to edit the generated hypothe-
sis directly until it is, in their domain exper-
tise, sufficiently acceptable as a musical comple-
ment/response to the source melody (see Figure 3
for an example). Then, a suitable distance metric
(we used the WER) between the obtained targeted
reference and the generated hypothesis is calcu-
lated. We call this metric, simply, human-targeted
edit rate (HER).

5 Experiment

We generated musical mini-scores from the test
set for the base model and for the models with
the highest validation score on the automatic met-
rics described in Section 4.1 (AccBLEU, Loss-
ROUGE, BestPPL, and BestWER models). The
test set models’ targets produced 3, 289 mini-
scores (each between 2 and 6 bars in length,
approximately) for each model. Of these, ap-
proximately half (the percentage varied depend-
ing on the specific model) were filtered out for



Figure 3: Example of a targeted reference obtained from editing the hypothesis.

Figure 4: Distributions of the HER scores by annota-
tor displayed as KDE for clarity purposes, as these are
easier to visually process than overlapping histograms.

not having an end-of-sequence token, for being
badly formatted (not alternating correctly between
chord/note/rest and duration tokens) or for hav-
ing less than three notes in any given part. Sub-
sequently, 1, 067 matching mini-scores (across all
models) were identified, and 100 of these (20 per
model) were randomly selected to be given to 4
annotators. The LossROUGE model scored the
lowest mean HER (29.69 ± 21.85). We calcu-
lated inter-annotator agreement using the Krippen-
dorff’s alpha coefficient (Krippendorff, 2004) and
the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for a
fixed set of annotators rating each target (Bartko,
1966). We note that LossROUGE is the least reli-
able in terms of agreement. The rest of the models
range between poor to moderate agreement. The
overall inter-model agreement stood at Krippen-
dorff’s alpha of 0.388 and ICC of 0.411. The
average amount of edits varied by annotator ac-
cording to their personal error tolerance, creating a
variability in HER. After normalisation, we obtain
Kripperndorff’s alpha of 0.483 and ICC of 0.61.
These results are summarised in Table 3 and in
Figure 4.

Model Mean±Std Kr. α ICC

Base 31.45± 35.53 0.493 0.431

AccBLEU 35.54± 46.2 0.410 0.452
LossROUGE 29.69±21.85 0.164 0.260
BestWER 32.75± 37.20 0.306 0.374
BestPPL 30.54± 25.38 0.493 0.322

Table 3: Intra-model HER scores and agreement.

6 Conclusion & Reusable Insights

We presented a study on computational linguistic
metrics applied to the evaluation of two-part mu-
sic counterpoint generated with a language-based
model. A novel human-targeted metric (HER) was
proposed, to correlate automatic translation met-
rics to human judgement, in the music domain.
The HER metric bypasses the contentious notion
of human/machine discrimination and, while sub-
jectivity is still part of the process (no two anno-
tators would edit the generated hypothesis in an
identical way), it does not require defining musi-
cal features of interest in advance. It is, instead,
assumed that domain practitioners have their own
definitions of musical fitness and edit the model’s
output accordingly, and that individual biases can
be measured via inter-annotator reliability.

In our study, we hoped that the HER score
would help elucidate the strength of NLP auto-
matic translation metrics for music generation.
While this study proved inconclusive given the
low inter-annotator agreement, also reported in
other music annotation tasks (Gjerdingen and Per-
rott, 2008; Flexer and Grill, 2016; Koops et al.,
2019), it nevertheless provides an original ap-
proach which can be employed to evaluate other
generative music systems.
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